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Objective To continue building my skills and keeping up with industry trends as a 
full-stack software engineer specializing in .NET and React/Redux stacks.

Relevant Experience

Kikoda
Tallahassee, Florida
Software Engineer, then 
Senior Software Engineer
April 2019-Present

 I help manage a large team of up to 11 developers, performing peer
reviews  of  code,  training  developers  in  best  practices,  and  pair
programming remotely to help other developers overcome challenges.

 My project uses a microservice architecture including React/Redux,
Immutable, C# with Entity Framework, Google Protobufs, MySQL,
and an Oracle database for legacy data.

 I  use many AWS services  at  a  high level,  including CloudWatch,
CodeCommit, IAM, and Simple Email Service.

 I  built  a  highly  complex  service  autonomously,  which  was  well
received by internal peer review and the client.

Various Organizations
Tallahassee, Florida (remote)
Programming/Writing/
Editing Contractor
September 2017-April 2019

 I  did  full-stack  programming,  editing,  writing,  social  media
management, research, and project management for a wide variety of
organizations in Berkeley, California and Tallahassee, Florida.

 Under  my  stewardship  as  content  editor  and  social  media  content
manager,  the  viewership  of  the  Centre  for  Effective  Altruism
YouTube approximately doubled in size.

Infinity Software 
Development
Tallahassee, Florida
Software Developer/Analyst
January 2016-August 2017

 I  used a  variety of  languages,  including C#,  Javascript/Typescript,
SQL, and PHP, to build full-stack enterprise web applications.

 I worked on multiple projects with widely varying teams, creating
and maintaining production code.

 I created a web application for internal company use, which was code
reviewed by a senior developer and evaluated by Infinity’s owner.

Solution Skills, Inc.
Tallahassee, Florida
Director of Education and 
Learning
November 2013-December 
2015

 I  tutored  math,  English,  and  logic  for  the  GRE,  SAT,  ACT,  and
LSAT, and trained other instructors on how best to teach these tests.

 I did all test content training for other instructors.
 I helped high schoolers and their parents with the college application

process, speaking at free seminars hosted by the company.
Education

New College of Florida
Sarasota, Florida
Bachelor of Arts in 
Philosophy
August 2009-May 2013

 New College is the honors college of Florida. There are no grades. 
New College uses a contract system, and requires the completion of 
an extensive senior thesis.

 My thesis explored good and bad reasons for getting into arguments.
 I satisfied all of my academic contracts while at New College.

Qualifications and Honors  Used Python to solve a standing problem in cellular automata as an
undergraduate.

 Scored a 171 on the LSAT (98th percentile), and a perfect score on the
essays and math sections of the GRE.
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